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the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, calling
that a “foolish” move that would only benefit competi-
tors Russia and China.

Asked about concerns Riyadh was cozying up to
Moscow, Saudi Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
Adel Al-Jubeir said he saw no contradiction. “We don’t
believe that having close ties with Russia has any nega-
tive impact on our relationship with the United States,”
he told reporters on Sunday. “We believe that we can
have strategic and strong ties with the United States
while we develop our ties with Russia.”

Russian and Saudi flags lined Riyadh streets ahead
of Putin’s one-day visit, which includes an evening per-
formance by Russia’s Tchaikovsky Symphony
Orchestra. Putin then travels to the United Arab

Emirates. In meetings with Saudi leaders, the Russian
president will discuss the OPEC+ pact, which has seen
production cut by 1.2 million barrels per day since
January.

The two sides are expected to sign more than $2 bil-
lion of deals, including a joint investment by state oil
giant Saudi Aramco and Russia’s RDIF sovereign
wealth fund. RDIF head Kirill Dmitriev said a number of
Russian investors were interested in a planned initial
public offering of Aramco. The oil major could sell 1-
2% through a local listing its chairman said would be
announced “very, very soon”, ahead of a potential
international offering.

Energy Minister Alexander Novak said Russia’s
Gazprom is interested in cooperating with Saudi firms
on natural gas. Moscow, the world’s largest wheat
exporter, made some progress in accessing the Saudi
and Middle Eastern markets when the kingdom agreed
in August to relax specifications for wheat imports,
opening the door to Black Sea imports. RDIF and Saudi
Arabia’s SALIC plan to sign an agreement to jointly
search for investment projects in Russia’s agricultural
sector, a source said. — Reuters
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The message stated that everyone may begin to
experience health effects when AQI values are between
151 and 200. 

However, accurate doesn’t necessarily equal danger-
ous, the official notes. “In fact there is a difference
between the danger limit of the PM2.5 between Kuwait
and the United States or Europe. The US standard
measures were based on a research conducted in the
States, thus the sources there differ from the ones in
Kuwait due to the completely different environment. 

Here, over 54 percent of the PM are from natural
sources coming from the desert [as in dust, sand, etc.]
While there, it’s all from artificial pollution which means
higher risk of containing carcinogenic atoms that will
cause health risks if inhaled,” the official explained. 

A local environmental protection group warned that
air quality could pose a danger, even potentially car-
cinogenic in nature. “These measures are unhealthy but
not dangerous as announced by some unofficial envi-

ronmental institutions in Kuwait,” the EPA official told
the Kuwait Times yesterday. The Environment Public
Authority (EPA) is the official institution in charge of
measuring pollution in Kuwait. 

Measuring air quality in Kuwait is based on two
methods; one has a longer procedure by taking samples
from the machine that includes different filters and
examining the taken samples in a laboratory. “This pro-
cedure takes a whole day to get the results. Then we
also have monitors with immediate readings such as the
one at the US embassy,” noted the official.

There are other European measuring machines that
are available in three institutions in Kuwait in which the
measures of AirVisual.com based its ranking of Kuwait
on the World AQI ranking. “This machine is placed
indoors as it would melt outside in Kuwait’s heat. Also
the high values on air quality are outdoor and not indoor,
while it shows the indoor values around 50 which is
clean. And due to the hot weather conditions, people
here don’t spend much time outdoors and even don’t
open windows much, so they are not really exposed to
the high values of air pollution,” he explained.   

EPA has 15 stations in different areas of Kuwait. “We
are monitoring the air quality all the time, so if there
was a serious danger to people’s health, we would defi-
nitely inform them to take precautions or to stay at
home and so on,” concluded the official.  

EPA rebukes fears
over dangerous...
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Arab clubs and national teams have historically
refused to play in the Palestinian territories-occupied
by the Jewish state since 1967 - as it requires obtaining
entry permits to Israel, a country most of them do not
recognize.

“This is not a normalization. It is still occupied
Palestine. For Saudi Arabia, there is no state called
Israel,” football fan Saad said, his eyes locked on a
screen playing a Saudi match in a cafe along Tahlia
street, a restaurant-lined thoroughfare. “It is a good
thing to support sport in Palestine given the situation
there,” said the 27-year-old. “The Palestinian cause
remains a fundamental one for Saudi Arabia.”

After defeating Singapore 3-0 last week, the Saudi
national team will face Palestine on their home turf in
the West Bank in the Asian qualifiers for the 2022
World Cup. The game marks a change in policy for the
kingdom, which has previously played matches against
Palestine in third countries in line with a decades-long
Arab boycott of the Jewish state. However, in recent
years, common concerns over Iran are widely seen as
having brought Gulf powerhouse Saudi Arabia and
Israel-both staunch US allies-closer together.

No politics please 
According to the Saudi Sports Authority, the deci-

sion to play in the West Bank was “at the request of the
brothers in the Palestinian federation” and to ensure the
team is “not deprived the chance to play at home and
among its fans”. For another of the Saudi football fans
watching the match against Singapore, the historic

match-up has nothing to do with politics.
“For the Saudis and the Palestinians, the goal of the

match is to qualify for the World Cup,” said 30-year-
old Hazzaa, who sported a trimmed beard and a tradi-
tional red and white keffiyeh headdress.  Abu
Abdallah, a Saudi businessman, said he believed it was
an honor for his country’s team to play the Palestinians
amongst their people. “This is something rare to hap-
pen, and the kingdom would not take any step unless
it was in the interest of the Palestinian people or Saudi
Arabia,” he said. 

‘Balancing act’ 
Palestinian football association chief Jibril Rajoub

said on Thursday that the game, to be played at the Al-
Ram Stadium which is recognized by FIFA, would not
breach the boycott. Still, the Palestinian-led boycott,
divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement said that
while the match is not technically a breach, it came “in
the context of dangerous official normalization”. The
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine also said it
“rejected normalization through sport”.

Ofer Zalzberg, senior analyst with the International
Crisis Group, said Saudi Arabia was attempting a “bal-
ancing act” of quietly moving closer to Israel while also
seeking to keep the Palestinians satisfied. “The Saudis
are yielding to Ramallah’s request of playing in the
West Bank in order to offset a sense that they are nor-
malizing with Israel while ignoring Palestinian needs,”
he told AFP, adding that official recognition of the
Jewish state was unlikely.   

Majed, dressed in traditional white thobe robes and
an NBA cap at the cafe screening the match, said he
absolutely rejected normalization of ties with Israel.
“The occupied Palestinian territories must be returned
to its people,” he said. “I do hope that sports will bring
peace to the region,” he added, right before jumping up
to celebrate Saudi Arabia’s first goal.  — Agencies 

Saudi players
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updating its information. “Even now, many people
are still unaccounted for in the disaster-hit area,” Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe told an emergency disaster meet-
ing yesterday.

“Units are trying their best to search for and rescue
them, working day and night,” Abe said. Later in the day,
he pledged to “do whatever the country can” for victims
and survivors, ordering the defense ministry to call up to
1,000 reserve troops to join 31,000 active forces in
search operations. But rescue work that was continuing
into the night risked being hampered by additional rain
falling in central and eastern Japan that officials warned
could cause fresh flooding and landslides.

“I would like to ask people to stay fully vigilant and
continue watching for landslides and river flooding,”
Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga told a news
conference. In Nagano, one of the worst-hit regions,
officials said they were working cautiously. “We are
concerned about the impact of the latest rain on rescue
and recovery efforts,” local official Hiroki Yamaguchi
said. “We will continue operations while watching out
for secondary disasters due to the current rain.”

56 dead, 15 missing: NHK 
The death toll continued to rise into yesterday

evening, with bodies pulled from flooded cars and
homes, swollen rivers and landslides. The casualties
included a municipal worker whose car was overcome
by floodwaters and at least seven crew from a cargo
ship that sank in Tokyo Bay on Saturday night, a coast
guard spokesman said.

Four others, from China, Myanmar and Vietnam,

were rescued when the boat sank and the coast guard
was still searching for a last crew member. Hagibis
packed wind gusts of up to 216 kilometers per hour, but
it was the heavy rains that caused the most damage. A
total of 176 rivers flooded - mainly in eastern and
northern Japan - with their banks collapsing in two
dozen places, local media said.

In central Nagano, a levee breach sent water from
the Chikuma river gushing into residential neighbor-
hoods, flooding homes up to the second floor.
Television footage from the area showed patients being
transferred by ambulance from a Nagano hospital
where some 200 people had been cut off by flooding.
Elsewhere, rescuers used helicopters to winch sur-
vivors from roofs and balconies, or steered boats
through muddy waters to reach those trapped.

Japan’s rugby victory
Yesterday afternoon, some 75,900 households

remained without power, with water cut off to 135,000
homes. The disaster left tens of thousands of people in
shelters, with many unsure when they would be able to
return home. “Everything from my house was washed
away before my eyes, I wasn’t sure if it was a dream or
real,” a woman in Nagano told NHK. “I feel lucky I’m
still alive.”  

The storm brought travel chaos over the holiday
weekend, grounding flights and halting commuter and
bullet train services. Most subway trains had resumed
service, along with many bullet train lines, and flights
had also restarted. The storm also brought havoc to the
sporting world, forcing the delay of Japanese Grand
Prix qualifiers and the cancellation of three Rugby
World Cup matches. 

But a crucial decider pitting Japan against Scotland
went ahead, with the hosts dedicating their stunning
28-21 win to the victims of the disaster. “To everyone
that’s suffering from the typhoon, this game was for you
guys,” said Japan captain Michael Leitch. — AFP 

Japan searches for 
survivors; Hagibis...
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in areas such as education and healthcare, making
problems easier to solve.

It said the results of their studies and field experi-
ments had ranged from helping millions of Indian school-
children with remedial tutoring to encouraging govern-
ments around the world to increase funding for preven-
tative medicine. “It starts from the idea that the poor are
often reduced to caricatures and even the people that
try to help them do not actually understand what are the
deep roots of (their) problems,” Duflo, speaking by tele-
phone, told a news conference in Stockholm.

“What we try to do in our approach is to say, ‘look,
let’s try to unpack the problems one-by-one and
address them as rigorously and scientifically as possi-
ble’,” she added. For example, their field experiments
that found that while providing more textbooks and
free school meals had only small effects, targeted help
for weak students made a significant difference to over-
all educational levels.

Another study gathered evidence on how an often
overlooked measure such as deworming children could
help their education. Yet another found that making the
renewal of teacher contracts dependent on pupil grades

produced better scores, while reducing the pupil-
teacher ratio had little impact. Citing Banerjee’s meth-
ods as having transformed classroom teaching in state
schools in New Delhi, the Indian capital’s chief minister
Arvind Kejriwal said on Twitter that it was a “big day
for every Indian”.

The team have notably been associated with the
“Teaching at the right level” (TarL) program which has
helped 60 million children in India and Africa and
focuses on maths and reading skills for primary school
pupils. Duflo said the importance of the two most com-
monly cited approaches to tackling poverty - foreign
aid and freeing up trade with poor countries - had
often been “overstated”.

While the United Nations estimates that global
poverty has been cut by more than half since 2000, it
says one in ten people in developing regions still live
on less than $1.90 a day. In sub-Saharan Africa, that
proportion rises to 42 percent. Asked whether
Duflo’s award was an attempt to redress the gender
imbalance in the prize’s history, Peter Fredriksson,
chairman of the Nobel Committee for Economic
Sciences, said it showed that women were now more
present in economics.

Duflo remarked that it came at an “extremely impor-
tant and opportune time” for women in a sector that has
traditionally been very male-dominated. “We are at a
time when we are starting to realise in the profession that
the way that we (treat) each other privately and publicly
is not conducive all the time for a very good environment
for women,” she said. —  Reuters

Trio wins economics
Nobel for fighting...

MANBIJ: Turkish soldiers and Turkey-backed Syrian fighters gather on the northern outskirts of the Syrian city
of Manbij near the Turkish border yesterday as Turkey and its allies continue their assault on Kurdish-held bor-
der towns in northeastern Syria. — AFP 

BEIRUT: Russia-backed Syrian forces
wasted no time in taking advantage of
an abrupt US retreat from Syria yester-
day, deploying deep inside Kurdish-
held territory south of the Turkish fron-
tier less than 24 hours after Washington
announced a full withdrawal.
Washington’s Kurdish former allies said
they invited in the government troops
as an emergency step to help fend off
an assault by Turkey, launched last
week after President Donald Trump
moved his troops aside in what the
Kurds call a betrayal.

Washington’s decision to abandon a
policy it had pursued for five years
gives Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan
and Russia’s Vladimir Putin free hands
to shape the battlefield of the world’s
deadliest ongoing war. In particular, the
Syrian army deployment is a victory for
President Bashar Al-Assad and his most
powerful ally Russia, giving them a
foothold in the biggest remaining
swathe of the country that had been
beyond their grasp.

They will now face Turkish armed

forces along a new front line hundreds
of miles long. Syrian state media
reported that troops had already
entered Tel Tamer, a town on the strate-
gically important M4 highway that runs
east-west around 30 km south of the
frontier with Turkey. State television
later showed residents welcoming
Syrian forces into the town of Ain Issa,
which lies on another part of the high-
way, hundreds of miles away.

Ain Issa commands the northern
approaches to Raqqa, former capital of
the Islamic State “caliphate”, which
Kurdish fighters recaptured from the
militants two years ago in one of the
biggest victories of a US-led campaign.
Much of the M4 skirts the southern
fringe of territory where Turkey aims to
set up a “safe zone” inside Syria. Turkey
said it had seized part of the highway.
An official of the Kurdish-led Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF) said clashes
were ongoing.

The swift Syrian government
deployments underscored how sudden-
ly the strategy the United States had

pursued in Syria for the past five years
had dissolved overnight. Washington
announced on Sunday it was pulling out
its entire force of 1,000 troops which
had provided air support, ground assis-
tance and training for Syrian Kurds
against Islamic State since 2014. A US
official said yesterday a diplomatic
team working to help stabilize territory
captured from Islamic State had
already pulled out. US troops were still
on the ground but early phases of their
withdrawal had started, the official said.

Two other US officials have told
Reuters the bulk of the US pullout
could be completed within days.
Sunday’s announcement of the US
retreat came just a week after Trump
gave what the Kurds consider the go-
ahead for Turkey to attack, by shifting
US troops out of the way. Thousands of
fighters from a Kurdish-led force have
died since 2014 battling Islamic State in
partnership with the United States, a
strategy the Trump administration had
continued after inheriting it from his
predecessor Barack Obama. — Reuters

Russia-backed Syrian army sweeps 
in after US announces abrupt exit

NEW DELHI: A baby girl found buried alive in
India was a suspected case of female infanticide,
police said yesterday, the latest to highlight the pref-
erence for sons in a country where the number of
girls has been declining. A couple, who went to bury
their newborn at a grave after she died in hospital,
discovered the youngster inside an earthen pot
buried several feet deep, said a police officer in
Bareilly city in northern Uttar Pradesh state. 

“Their spade hit the pot and they heard a baby’s
cries coming from it,” the officer told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation on the condition of anonymity as
he was not authorized to speak to the media. “They
immediately called the cemetery guard, who said that
he saw the parents there earlier. It seems to be a case
of female infanticide,” he said, adding that the baby
was about five days old. 

The baby was rushed to a nearby hospital, where
she is recovering, he said. Police are looking for the
parents. India has seen a dwindling number of girls,

according to a government survey released in July,
suggesting that illegal abortions of female fetuses
continue despite a ban and government efforts to
save girl children.

It showed that India’s gender ratio, or the number
of females per 1,000 males, was 896 in the period of
2015-17, down from 898 in 2014-16 and 900 in 2013-
15. The number was 943 in the last census of 2011.
Indian laws ban doctors and health workers from
sharing an unborn child’s sex with the parents, or
carrying out tests to determine the child’s gender.
Only registered medical practitioners are allowed to
perform abortions.

Yet female feticide is common in parts of India.
Daughters are often seen as a burden, with families
having to pay dowries when they marry, while sons
are prized as breadwinners who can inherit property
and continue the family name. In 2017, police found
nearly 20 aborted fetuses dumped in plastic bags in
the western state of Maharashtra. — Reuters

Baby found buried alive highlights
India’s battle to protect girls


